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ABSTRACT

In this paper, region based stereo matching algorithms are developed for extraction depth information from two colour stereo image pair of waste bin. Depth calculation technique from a disparity map is a key part of this study. A filter eliminating unreliable disparity estimation was used for increasing reliability of the disparity map. Global Error Energy has calculated from the stereo images and smoothing function has developed within the error energy matrix. Depth has calculated from the disparity map. A technique for depth estimation and various application of this algorithm has discussed, various algorithms for depth feature extraction are also discussed. GUI has developed using Matlab for classifying the waste bin. It obtained results by algorithms were presented and compared.
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INTRODUCTION

Intelligent systems, which can move around by itself, could be developed by obtaining depth information from the sensors (Arebey et al. 2012). Depth information is required for various automated systems like robotics, navigations, feature extractions, etc (ALAGÖZ, 2008). This study is conducted to develop an image-processing system for waste bin depth level estimation. There are limited researchers studied the detection depth level of the waste bin (Arebey et al. 2011). The level for liquid's waste tanks has been investigated by many researchers, but it is not applicable for waste bin level detection (Hannan et al. 2011\textsuperscript{a}). LEDs level sensors and wireless communication equipment are used to estimate the level inside the container (Johansson 2006). The bins equipped
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with level sensors improved the collection process, dynamic scheduling and routing policies. This system is not much economic for waste bin monitoring as there are large numbers of sensors and huge area of wireless network coverage is required. (Islam et al. 2012; Reverter et al. 2003). A point level capacitive sensor has developed for the bin which was built by low-cost adhesive metallic (Patricia et al. 2010). Few researches so far utilized the image-processing techniques to estimate the bin level. Politecnico diMilano and Shanghai Jiao Tong University developed automated bin collection and proposed set of sensors mounted onto the bin in which bin level was calculated on the basis of the interaction of image processing and a digital distance sensor (Rovetta et al. 2009). Some studies have compared the performance of the algorithms (Scharstein et al. 2002). Subtracting two images from each other is a simple technique in image processing. The contamination of the bin that affects the image quality is hard to estimate (Thomas 2003; Hannan et al. 2011b). For these reasons new methods must be developed to achieve high efficiency. Obtaining reliable depth maps, indicating distance of surface from the stereo camera pair, have importance in robotic applications and autonomous systems for depth features extraction. Stereovision is the one of methods that can yield depth information of the scene. It uses stereo image pairs from two cameras to produce disparity maps that can be easily turned into depth maps. Reliability of depth maps and computational cost of the algorithm is key issue for implementing real time robust applications.

**ALGORITHMS AND METHODS**

**Global Error Energy Minimization**

In this method, block-matching technique has been used in order to construct an Error Energy matrix for every disparity. The left image in RGB format is denoted by \(L(i,j,c)\), the right image in RGB format by \(R(i,j,c)\) and error energy by \(e(i,j,d)\). For \(n \times m\) window size of block matching, error energy \(e(i,j,d)\) has expressed as follows (Sayed and Rupp 1996),

\[
\bar{e}(i,j,d) = \frac{1}{3nm} \sum_{x=i}^{i+n} \sum_{y=j}^{j+m} \sum_{k=1}^{3} (L(x,y+d,k) - R(x,y,k))^2
\]  

(1)

Where, \(c\) is RGB components; \(d\) is the disparity; \((i,j)\) is the RGB pixel dot. The error energy matrix from the disparity has shown in Figure 1.a

**Figure - 1. Construction Error Energy Matrix**
For every error energy $e(i, j, d)$ the matrix with respect to disparity is smoothed by applying averaging filter. The averaging filter (linear filter) removes the sharp changes in energy, which possibly belongs to incorrect matching (Chan et al. 2001). Local filtering in iterations could solve a global total variation optimization problem. Considering a global trend in error energy naturally makes this algorithm a region based algorithm. For $n \times m$ window size, averaging filtering of $e(i, j, d)$ can be expressed as follows (Rabiner and Gold, 2000),

$$
\tilde{e}(i, j, d) = \frac{1}{n,m} \sum_{x=i}^{i+n} \sum_{y=j}^{j+m} e(x, y, d)
$$

After iterative application of averaging filtering to error energy for each disparity ($d$), has minimum error energy $\tilde{e}(i, j, d)$ as the most reliable disparity estimation for pixel $(i, j)$ of disparity map shown in Figure 1.b The basic steps of algorithm are as follows,

**Figure- 1.** Depth Map by Min. Energy Point

![Smoothed Depth Map](image)

**Line Growing Based Stereo Matching**

The algorithm is based on region growing, consider the region-growing mechanism it has two phases operation. Firstly, finding root point to grow region and secondly, growing region for a root point corresponding to predefined rule. The disparity growing process steps are as followings,

**Step 1:**
Select a point and find its disparity using energy function equation (1). Set it root point and set its disparity to region disparity then go to step 2. If it didn’t find any disparity, repeat this step for the next point.

**Step 2:**
Calculate error energy of neighbour points for root point disparity, which were called region disparity. If it is lower than the predetermined error energy threshold, associate this point to region. Otherwise, left it is free.

**Step 3:**
In the case region growing is completed, turn back to step 1 to find out new root point to repeat these steps. When all points are processed, stop the algorithm. Grown disparity regions compose disparity map, $d(i, j)$. 
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In order to reduce complexity of the algorithm the growing in the direction of rows since disparity of stereo image is in row directions. So, only one neighbour, which is the point after searched point, is inspected for region growing shown in Figure 2. This type of algorithm is called as line growing.

**Figure-2. Region Growing Process**

Depth Map Generation from Disparity Map
The depth and disparity relation with stereo projection has illustrated in the Figure 3. By considering the figure, relation between depth \( Z \) and disparity \( d \) by using basic geometrical calculations as follows,

\[
Z(i, j) = f \frac{T}{d(i, j)}
\]

(3)

If reallocation of object surface projected at pixel \((i, j)\), then \( X \) and \( Y \) after calculation of \( Z \):

\[
X = \frac{Z - f}{f} i ; \quad Y = \frac{Z - f}{f} f
\]

(4)

In order to obtain smoother depth map 5x5 window sized median filtering has applied to disparity \( d \) before computing depth \( Z \)

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Test images and their ground-truth images are seen in the Figure 4. Results of algorithms has introduced in the paper for the test images. Global Error energy minimization by smoothing functions for point matching window \((1x1)\) has seen in the Figure 5. The disparity has calculated from the error energy matrix, and it has used to minimize global error energy by smoothing functions, this function optimizes the error energy of the disparity map,
**Figure- 4.** True Colour Test images: Right and Left Images; **FIGURE 5:** Error Energy Minimization for point matching window (1x1)

In the Figure 6 it presents RGB histogram of disparity, calculated from the stereo images using the line growing algorithm. Increasing threshold value the algorithm becomes tolerant of the error energy, and it results increasing line wide in regions and reduce the point in idle status. Therefore, higher threshold makes the disparity estimation smoother without additional cost of computation.

Median filtering application has suggested on the $\tilde{d}$ by a wide windows size in the practical applications. In the Figure 7, it shows GUI for waste bin level classification for test stereo images. The left image and right image is used to generate a disparity map. In this case error energy matrix has created for stereo images and smoothing function is used for disparity map, it gives a better result than subtraction algorithm. Here, $\tilde{d}$ was smoothed by a median filter with 5x5 window size.

**Figure- 6.** RGB Histogram for Stereo Images

**Figure- 7.** GUI for Waste Bin Level Classification

**CONCLUSION**

Line growing method is more convenient for the sequential computing architectures because of promising higher speed. Filtering unreliable disparity estimation by average error thresholding increased the reliability of disparity map. Median filtering with large window size makes the disparity and depth maps smoother. For the practical application of stereovision in level estimation
quite smooth disparity estimation is needed to make the system vision robust against the faulty decisions in bin classification application.
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